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Slow odour-based navigation
Our goal is to use slow-moving slugs and
snails to complement work with faster animals
(crabs, moths, etc.) to understand adaptive
navigational strategies for aquatic animals
and how nervous systems generate them.
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Project 1: One vs two sensory inputs for navigation by Tritonia
Odour gated rheotaxis requires a single sensor. What is the benefit of paired sense organs?
Hypothesis: two cephalic sensory organs improve navigation in challenging odour plumes
Conclusion: two sense organs only subtly improved navigation over one sense organ
Methods:
a) low concentration
turbulent odour plume
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Lymnaea stagnalis

1. Chemotaxis:
moving up chemical gradients
► in no flow or laminar flow
2. Odour-gated rheotaxis:
moving upstream when odour detected
► in laminar flow or turbulent flow

Two probable sensory inputs
Two pairs of cephalic sensory organs
Rhinophores
Tentacles
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Chemotaxis and odour-gated rheotaxis are different navigation strategies for different flow
conditions. Is the pond snail, which lives in low flow habitats, restricted to just one strategy?
Hypothesis: snails will use chemotaxis to find odour sources in no flow and laminar flow only
Conclusion: Unexpectedly, Lymnaea can use either chemotaxis or odour-gated rheotaxis,
depending on the flow conditions. In fact, odour gated rheotaxis showed best performance.
Methods:
a) odour source in no flow
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Project 2: Navigation by Lymnaea in different flow conditions
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finding odour sources
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Project 3: Towards genetic manipulation of the nervous system
Sensory cell types in gastropods are known only by
Tyrosine Hydroxylase in situs
immunohistochemistry and morphology. Modalities and
peripheral
sensory
circuit connections are largely unknown.
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Methods: in situ hybridization of neural-specific genes;
manipulation of expression using CRISPR/Cas9, etc.
no activity
low activity (= fast movement)

high activity (= slow movement)

Result: condenses movement paths from
all trials in a treatment into a single image
for comparison to other treatments. Pixel
colour encodes maximum activity level,
which approximates speed of movement.

Example Results: tyrosine hydroxylase (part of dopamine pathway) is expressed in peripheral sensory cells
in the anterior foot and lips in juvenile Lymnaea.
Next step: eliminate expression of tyrosine hydroxylase,
and test navigation relative to odour sources
(as in Project 2 above).
Future: determine function of neural-specific genes and
the neurons that express those genes
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